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BỘ ĐỀ THI HỌC KY II  

 MÔN: TIẾNG ANH – KHỐI 12 

Thời gian làm bài: 60 phút 

 

Đề gồm 50 câu, 5 trang. 

 

Read the following passage, then choose the correct answer to each of the questions  

The system of USA education starts with twelve years of primary and secondary school education 

which the Americans have to follow. A secondary school ("high school") diploma or certificate is a 

compulsory requirement for the student to be able to enter college, university, vocational, secretarial or 

other professional and technical schools. American children who are around six years of age normally 

begin their learning at a primary school. It takes from five to six years to complete the primary schooling. 

After finishing the primary schooling, students will have to enter a secondary school where they may 

spend 6 or 7 year durations consisting of either two three- year programs, or a three-year and a four-year 

program. Schools at this level·are known as Middle School or Junior High School and High or Senior 

High School. Completion of this stage is called Twelfth Grade. International students are advised to find 

out which level of education in their country corresponding to the twelfth grade in the US.A. 

After completing the twelfth grade, students are admitted to college or university for higher 

education. Study at a college or university leading to the Bachelor's Degree is known as "undergraduate" 

education. Study beyond the Bachelor's Degree is known as "graduate" school, or "postgraduate" 

education. Advanced or graduate degrees include law, medicine, M.B.A. (Master), and Ph.D. etc. 

The USA has the highest number of educational institutions providing higher education than any 

other country. There are more than 3800 colleges and universities imparting degree programs. The size of 

US. higher educational institutions varies greatly, too, from colleges that enroll fewer than 1,000 students 

to large universities that enroll more than 50,000 students. 

1. If a US. student wants to enter a vocational school, he/ she must ___________. 

 A. have at least 12 years of secondary schooling. 

 B. get a high school diploma 

 C. complete a senior high school without its certificate. 

 D. complete two four-year programs at secondary school. 

2. Schools at secondary level consist of ___________. 

 A. Middle Schools and High schools.  

 B. Middle schools and Junior High schools. 

 C. High schools and Senior High schools.  

 D. Junior and Senior schools. 

3. According to the text, graduate students are those who ___________. 

 A. graduated from a high school.  

 B. are studying a college or a university. 

 C. are pursuing a Master or Doctorate program at university. 

 D. graduated from a college or a university. 

4. If you want to study a Master program, you ___________. 

 A. must be a undergraduate student.  

 B. must get a Bachelor degree 

 C. must finish 'graduate' program.  

 D. must complete a Bachelor program at university. 

5. According to the text, which statement below is TRUE? 

 A. The USA has the best education in the world. 

 B. The number of the US. colleges and universities is higher than any other country. 

 C. International students whose level of education corresponds to the 12
th

 grade in the USA can 

apply for any programs in a US. university. 
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 D. International students are advised to apply for a US. high school before for a college. 

6. According to the text, the size of an American college ___________. 

 A. is much smaller than that of a US. university.  

 B. is bigger than that of a US. university. 

 C. always has fewer than 1,000 students.  

 D. never has more than 1,000 students. 

Choose the correct answer to each of the following questions  

7. More and more people are dying _________lung cancer. 

 A. for  B. of  C. by  D. with 

8. The desert _________a mystery until Madigan _________an aerial survey in 1929. 

 A. remained/ made   

 B. had remained/had made  

 C. remained/had made   

 D. was remained/ made 

9. The main goals of UNICEF are to support and fund for the most _________children- victims of 

wars, disasters, and extreme poverty. 

 A. disadvantage  B. disadvantaging   

 C. disadvantaged  D. disadvantageous 

10. The young people have made valuable _________to the success of the project. 

 A. contributor  B. contribute   

 C. contributions  D. contributory 

11. Before he _________to bed, he _________his homework. 

 A. went/ did  B. had gone/ did   

 C. went/had done  D. went/ has done 

12. The assignment _________before you go back home. 

 A. must be finished  B. had to be finished   

 C. must finish   D. had to finish 

13. Children are _________this film. 

 A. too young for them to see  B. too young to see 

 C. so very young to see  D. too young to be able to see 

14. -Tom:" __________________"-Lan. "They are very friendly and honest." 

 A. How are they?   B. How are they like?   

 C. What do they like?"  D. What are they like? 

15. Tim. "Shall I come and visit you in the afternoon?"-Jackie. “__________________" 

 A. Yes, I'd like that.   B. Let's go.   

 C. Yes, I shall.   D. Yes, please. 

16. Mr. Tam gets lung cancer so he has to_________ smoking. 

 A. take off  B. give off   

 C. put off  D. give up 

17. _________he is very rich, he is very stingy. He never gives money to anyone. 

 A. Despite  B. In spite of   

 C. Although  D. Because 

18. You have a lot of time. You_________leave now. 

 A. must  B. mustn't  C. needn't  D. should 

19. Unless you _________well-trained, you _________to the company. 

 A. are /will never admit  B. aren't/ will never be admitted 

 C. are/ will never be admitted  D. aren't/ will never admit 

20. There has been great “expansion" in this economic zone in the last two years. 

 A. creation  B. enlargement   

 C. exposure  D. vegetation 
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Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from that of the rest. 

21. A. competition B. discovery  C. domestic      D. reserve 

22. A. colony B. wildlife     C. leopard      D. rhinoceros 

23. A. understand B. industry    C. invitation    D. computation 

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the rest. 

24. A. subsidy   B. pessimist     C. shift D. certificate 

25. A. match     B. chair          C. church D. character 

Choose the word whose underlined part needs corrections 

 

26. The flight was delayed, but we had time to have something to eat. 

 A. The  B. but  C. to have D. to eat 

27. As we had plenty of food, we mustn‟t go to the supermarket 

 A. the       B. mustn‟t         C. had                          D. As 

28. The pupils failed the exam because of they were very lazy. 

 A. failed     B. The pupils    C. because of D. lazy 

29. Since I have moved my house, they haven‟t written to me.   

 A. written to  B. my house  C. Since                      D. have 

30. He worked hard, however he could earn much money.  

 A. much        B. worked     C. earn     D. however 

Mark the letter A, B, C, D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the  

following questions 

31. ________, I will give him the report. 

 A. When he returns  B. When he will return  

 C. No sooner he returns  D. Until he will return 

32. Nowadays, young people _____________ . 

 A. do more reading as their parents used to   

 B. don‟t read as much as their parents used to 

 C. don‟t read as many as their parents used to   

 D. don‟t hardly read much as their parents did 

33. Peter apologized ____________. 

 A. me for phoning not earlier  B. not to phone me earlier 

 C. for not phoning me earlier  D. not for phoning me earlier 

34. Jack asked his sister________. 

 A. where you have gone tomorrow  B. where she would go the following day 

 C. where would she go the following day  D. where you will go tomorrow 

35. As the conversation went on,______________. 

 A. he became more and more talkative  B. the more talkative he was 

 C. he was talkative the most  D. he became the more talkative 

Choose the sentence which is closest in meaning to the given one.  

36. Different conservation efforts have been made in order to save endangered species.  

 A. They have made different conservation efforts to save endangered species. 

 B. To save endangered species, different conservation efforts have been made. 

  C. In order to endangered species, different conservation efforts have been made. 

 D. In order to endangered species, people have been made different conservation efforts. 

37. Nobody can find out the mystery. 

 A. The mystery can be found out by anybody. B. The mystery can‟t find out.  

 C. The mystery can‟t be found out. D. The mystery cannot to be found out. 

38. I feel better when the weather is getting warmer. 

 A. The better I feel, the warmer the weather is getting. 

 B. The warmer the weather is getting, the better I feel. 
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 C. The warmer is the weather getting, the better do I feel. 

 D. The warmer is the weather getting, the better feel I. 

39. I left school three years ago. I have not seen you since then. 

 A. Since I left school three years ago, I have not seen you.  

 B. I have not seen you since I left school three years ago. 

 C. I have not seen you until I left school. 

 D. I have not seen you since I left school 

40. The gate was closed to stop the children running into the road.  

 A. The gate was closed so the children running into the road.  

 B. The gate is closed so that children don‟t run into the road.  

 C. The gate was closed so that the children couldn‟t run into the road.  

 D. The gate is closed that the children couldn‟t to run into the road.  

 

Read and choose the best option  to complete the passage. 

The warming of the Pacific Ocean has created weather patterns (41)______ strongly affect the 

world. When the water is warm, the (42)______ of rainfall in Indonesia and the surrounding regions 

decreases. Australia could (43)______ experience a drought in many parts. On (44)______ hand, Chile 

(which borders the Pacific Ocean) is preparing for (45)______ rainstorms. In Pakistan and northwestern 

India, the weather pattern makes the rainy season weaker and makes the area much drier. This happening 

is called El Nino and is used (46)______ weather forecasters to make long-range weather predictions. 

They also know that El Nino will (47)______ unusually heavy rains to the southwestern part of the 

United States and make the central part of the country drier at the same time. According to research, 

weather forecasters (48)______ know about the coming weather with certainty. Now everything has 

become completely different. El Nino itself used to be (49)______. It would occur every two to seven 

years. But now, this weather pattern is becoming more frequent. We cannot say when and how often 

tornadoes or cyclones(lốc xoáy) occur. Scientists are unsure of the reason for this (50)______ on a global 

scale either.  

41: A. that    B. what   C. when   D. whether  

42: A. amount  B. figure   C. number   D. deal  

43: A. even    B. ever   C. nevertheless  D. however  

44: A. others    B. other   C. the other   D. another  

45: A. severe   B. cruel   C. strict   D. angry  

46: A. on    B. by    C. to    D. at  

47: A. carry    B. fetch   C. bring   D. take  

48: A. used to   B. get used to  C. are used to  D. used to be 

49: A. notable   B. remarkable  C. predictable  D. incredible  

50: A. change   B. transfer   C. transformation  D. shift  

 

ĐÁP ÁN ĐỀ THI HỌC KỲ II- NĂM HỌC 2011-2012 

MÔN TIẾNG ANH KHỐI 12 

 MÃ ĐỀ 01 MÃ ĐỀ 02 MÃ ĐỀ 03 MÃ ĐỀ 04 

1 B B B C 

2 A A D A 

3 C D D B 

4 B A B D 

5 c D C A 

6 A B A D 

7 B D B C 

8 A D C C 

9 C B B C 

10 C C A B 
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11 C A A A 

12 A B C A 

13 B C B C 

14 D B D C 

15 A A C A 

16 D A A B 

17 C C A C 

18 C B A B 

19 \C D C A 

20 B C A A 

21 A A B C 

22 D A C B 

23 B A A D 

24 A C C C 

25 D A A B 

26 B B B D 

27 B C A D 

28 C A D B 

29 D C A C 

30 D A D A 

31 A B B A 

32 B A A A 

33 C C C C 

34 B B B A 

35 A c c B 

36 A A A C 

37 C B C A 

38 B A A C 

39 D C B A 

40 C C D B 

41 A C A A 

42 A A D D 

43 A B C A 

44 C D C D 

45 A A C B 

46 B D B A 

47 C C B C 

48 A C A B 

49 C C C c 

50 A B C A 
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Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions 

Although the United States is a large country with many people, the language is almost the same 

wherever one goes. There are two reasons for this. One is that people move around a great deal in the 

United States. A man may grow up in one part of the country, go to college in another part, find work in 

another place, and marry a girl from still another part of the country. Railroads, airplanes, cars and 

highways make it easy to travel in America. Many large companies have branches in different areas of 

the country and transfer their workers from one branch to another. The second important factor is public 

communication. Movies, radio, and television all have a standard way of speech, and almost everyone in 

the United States hears it. There are, however, some words and expressions more common in one part of 

the country than in others. Throughout the history of the United States, large groups of immigrants have 

come to make their homes and they give new words to the language. 

Question 1: In the United States ______ 

A. each state has its own language B. the language is different from place to place 

C. one cannot go wherever he wants            D. people travel a great deal 

Question 2: According to the writer ______  

A. in America people have to study only in their native town 

B. means of transport are well-developed 

C. there are no trains and planes 

D. one cannot marry a girl from another state 

Question 3:  Many large companies ______  

A. do not have branches in other parts  B. have branches in different areas 

C. do not employ workers from different areas  D. do not have their workers work in the branches 

Question 4:  In the United States, public communication ______  

A. is not well-developed    B. has no standard way of speech 

C. has a standard way of speech   D. is not important 

Question 5:  Which sentence is true? 

A. In the United States there are a lot of immigrants. 

B. In the United States there are no immigrants. 

C. In the United States all words and expressions are the same in every part. 

D. The American language has no new words. 
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Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct word for each of the blanks  

Today we think of a book (6)___ a volume of many sheets of paper containing texts, illustrations, 

photographs, etc. Because of their durability and portability, the main uses of books are to (7)____and 

distribute information. In ancient times, people wrote on clay tablets, wood or bamboo tablets tied with 

cord, or book rolls to store information. Later, with the invention of paper, the Chinese had the first book 

(8)____Jingangjing (Diamond Sutra) printed in AD 868. In the 20
th

 century, (9)____ the challenge from 

other media such as radio or television and computer, books continue to be a primary means for 

dissemination of knowledge, for instruction and pleasure in skills and arts, and for (10)____ storage of 

human‟s experience. 

Question 6:  A. as B. for C. with D. from 

Question 7:  A. reserve B. explain C. prevent D. preserve 

Question 8:  A. calling B. called C. to call D. calls 

Question 9:  A. although B. despite C. instead D. because of 

Question 10:  A. a B. the C. this D. other  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part is 

pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following questions. 

Question 11:  A. raised  B. studied  C. played   D. dropped 

Question 12:  A. habitat  B. campus  C. danger  D. cactus 

Question 13:  A. pots  B. caps  C. locks  D. dreams 

Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from the rest. 

Question 14:  A. defend   B. bamboo   C. wallow   D. survive 

Question 15:  A. technology B. psychology  C. reconstruction D. apology 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Question 16 : "I don't think it will rain at all today, do you?" "No, I _____ so". 

A. think not B. not think C. don‟t think D. do think not 

Question 17: This is the house ______ I spent my childhood. 

A. in that B. in what C. in where D. in which 

Question 18: Anne has been ______ for 2 years, so she stays at home and takes care of the children. 

A. undergone B. uncovered   C. undertaken     D. unemployed 

Question 19: The master _________ satisfied with his students‟ progress that he praised them in class. 
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A. was so B. was so that C. was such D. is such a 

Question 20: What are the __________ between women‟s in old times and women in modern times? 

A. differs B. difference C. differences D. different 

Question 21: „When was the Red Cross ___________?‟ – „In 1864.‟ 

A. foundation B. found C. founded D. founder 

Question 22: Prices get…………………. 

 A. high and high         B. highest and highest    C. more and more high  D. higher and higher 

Question 23: She hasn‟t received a single letter from him _______ they both left school. 

 A. as B. now that C. because D. since 

Question 24: Please show me the man ______ 

A. whom they are talking about B. that they are talking 

C. about that they are talking D. about who they are talking 

Question 25: He was finally ________ in his final attempt. 

A. successful B. successive C. succeeded D. success 

Question 26: We arrived on time _______ the traffic was bad. 

A. even B. although C. despite D. in spite of 

Question 27: He wouldn‟t have failed his exams _______ he hadn‟t been ill. 

A. unless B. in case C. if D. although 

Question 28: If you take a good book on your hand, you will find it hard _______________. 

A. to enjoy it B. to read it C. to put it down D. to pick it up 

Question 29: She was able to carry ________ all the tasks assigned to her. 

A. out B. away C. on D. off 

Question 30: …………….we jog, …………………we are 

A. The most / the healthiest C. The most / the healthier 

B. The more / the most healthy D. The more / the healthier 

Question 31. Jane is not………… her brother. 

 A. more intelligent as B. intelligent as C. so intelligent as D. so intelligent that 

Question 32: You…………..press the bell; I have a key. 

 A. mustn‟t B. needn‟t C. couldn‟t D. shouldn‟t 
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Question 33:  I have been looking……….for this book for months, and at last I have found it. 

 A. over B. up  C. for D. at 

Question 34. Their new house…………..yet 

 A. hasn‟t been finished  B. has been finished  

 C. has finished  D. hasn‟t finished 

Question 35. “That‟s a very nice skirt you are wearing” 

 A. I like it B. That‟s all right C. That‟s nice D. I‟m glad you like it. 

Question 36. Please………………..this application form and post it. 

 A. fill in B. gave up C. turn down D. look after 

Question 37. ……………is the natural environment in which plants or animals live. 

 A. Ecology B. Habitat C. Extinction D. Biodiversity 

Question 38. Three great ……………of sandy desert almost circle the centre of Australia. 

 A. series B. groups C. stretches D. lines 

Question 39. “ I love music”   Alice: “……………………………” 

 A. So do I B. No, I won‟t C. Yes, I like it  D. Neither do I 

Question 40 . Peter likes to play……………volleyball, but he is not……………good player. 

 A. the/ a B. O/ a C. the / the  D. a / the 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to show the underlined part that needs correction. 

Question 41: To master  a foreign language are not  an easy process. 

                        A.        B.                             C.       D.  

Question 42: Valerie found  it hard  to concentrate on her  work  because the noise. 

                                         A.                B.                           C.          D.  

Question 43: My mother still spends  14 hours  a day  do the housework 

                   A.                          B.                       C.     D.  

Question 44:The early we leave, the sooner we will arrive. 

                    A.                  B.         C.                        D.  

Question 45: Mr Smith is going to buy a new Japanese car, doesn‟t he ? 

                                      A               B                C                         D 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Question 46: It isn’t necessary for us to discuss this matter in great detail. 

A. We should discuss this matter in great detail. 

B. We might discuss this matter in great detail 

C. We needn‟t discuss this matter in great detail 

D. We mustn‟t discuss this matter in great detail. 

Question 47: The more you study,…………………………………….. 

A. the more knowledge do you gain 

B. the more knowledge you gain 

C.  you are the more knowledgeable 

D. You will gain more knowledge. 

Question 48: ‘Why don’t you put a better lock on the door?’ said John. 

A. John suggested to put a better lock on the door. 

B. John asked why not putting a better lock on the door. 

C. John suggested putting a better lock on the door. 

D. John made us put a better lock on the door. 

Question 49: I haven't been to London since I left my college 

A. I went to London when I left my college 

B. The last time I went to London was when I left my college. 

C. I have just been to London 

D. I have been to London to visit my college. 

Question 50: Many people believe that God created the world 

A. It believes that God created the world 

B. The world is believed God create 

C. God is believed to have created the world 

D. God is believed to create the world 

 

---------------- HẾT -------------- 
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                                          Học sinh làm bài trên phiếu trả lời trắc nghiệm 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions 

Although the United States is a large country with many people, the language is almost the same 

wherever one goes. There are two reasons for this. One is that people move around a great deal in the 

United States. A man may grow up in one part of the country, go to college in another part, find work in 

another place, and marry a girl from still another part of the country. Railroads, airplanes, cars and 

highways make it easy to travel in America. Many large companies have branches in different areas of 

the country and transfer their workers from one branch to another. The second important factor is public 

communication. Movies, radio, and television all have a standard way of speech, and almost everyone in 

the United States hears it. There are, however, some words and expressions more common in one part of 

the country than in others. Throughout the history of the United States, large groups of immigrants have 

come to make their homes and they give new words to the language. 

Câu 1: In the United States ______ 

A. each state has its own language B. the language is different from place to place 

C. one cannot go wherever he wants            D. people travel a great deal 

Câu 2: According to the writer ______  

A. in America people have to study only in their native town 

B. means of transport are well-developed 

C. there are no trains and planes 

D. one cannot marry a girl from another state 

Câu 3:  Many large companies ______  

A. do not have branches in other parts  B. have branches in different areas 

C. do not employ workers from different areas  D. do not have their workers work in the branches 

Câu 4:  In the United States, public communication ______  

A. is not well-developed    B. has no standard way of speech 

C. has a standard way of speech   D. is not important 

Câu 5:  Which sentence is true? 

A. In the United States there are a lot of immigrants. 

B. In the United States there are no immigrants. 

C. In the United States all words and expressions are the same in every part. 
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D. The American language has no new words. 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct word for each of the blanks  

Today we think of a book (6)___ a volume of many sheets of paper containing texts, illustrations, 

photographs, etc. Because of their durability and portability, the main uses of books are to (7)____and 

distribute information. In ancient times, people wrote on clay tablets, wood or bamboo tablets tied with 

cord, or book rolls to store information. Later, with the invention of paper, the Chinese had the first book 

(8)____Jingangjing (Diamond Sutra) printed in AD 868. In the 20
th

 century, (9)____ the challenge from 

other media such as radio or television and computer, books continue to be a primary means for 

dissemination of knowledge, for instruction and pleasure in skills and arts, and for (10)____ storage of 

human‟s experience. 

Câu 6:  A. as B. for C. with D. from 

Câu 7:  A. reserve B. explain C. prevent D. preserve 

Câu 8:  A. calling B. called C. to call D. calls 

Câu 9:  A. although B. despite C. instead D. because of 

Câu 10:  A. a B. the C. this D. other  

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part is 

pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following questions. 

Câu 11: A. raised B. studied C. played  D. dropped 

Câu 12:  A. habitat B. campus C. danger D. cactus 

Câu 13:  A. pots B. caps C. locks D. dreams 

Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from the rest. 

Câu 14:  A. defend  B. bamboo  C. wallow  D. survive 

Caâu 15: A. technology B. psychology C. reconstruction D. apology 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Câu 16: "I don't think it will rain at all today, do you?" "No, I _____ so". 

A. think not B. not think C. don’t think D. do think not 

Câu 17: This is the house ______ I spent my childhood. 

A. in that B. in what C. in where D. in which 

Câu 18: Anne has been ______ for 2 years, so she stays at home and takes care of the children. 

A. undergone B. uncovered   C. undertaken     D. unemployed 
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Câu 19: The master _________ satisfied with his students‟ progress that he praised them in class. 

A. was so B. was so that C. was such D. is such a 

Câu 20: What are the ____________ between women‟s in old times and women in modern times? 

A. differs B. difference C. differences D. different 

Câu 21: „When was the Red Cross ___________?‟ – „In 1864.‟ 

A. foundation B. found C. founded D. founder 

Câu 22: Prices get…………………. 

A. high and high         B. highest and highest    C. more and more high  D. higher and higher 

Câu 23: She hasn‟t received a single letter from him _______ they both left school. 

A. as B. now that C. because D. since 

Câu 24: Please show me the man ______ 

A. whom they are talking about B. that they are talking 

C. about that they are talking D. about who they are talking 

Câu 25: He was finally ________ in his final attempt. 

A. successful B. successive C. unsuccessful D. success 

Câu 26: We arrived on time _______ the traffic was bad. 

A. even B. although C. despite D. in spite of 

Câu 27: He wouldn‟t have failed his exams _______ he hadn‟t been ill. 

A. unless B. in case C. if D. although 

Câu 28: If you take a good book on your hand, you will find it hard _______________. 

A. to enjoy it B. to read it C. to put it down D. to pick it up 

Câu 29: She was able to carry ________ all the tasks assigned to her. 

A. out B. away C. on D. off 

Caâu 30: …………….we jog, …………………we are 

C. The most / the healthiest C. The most / the healthier 

D. The more / the most healthy D. The more / the healthier 

Caâu 31. Jane is not………… her brother. 

 A. more intelligent as B. intelligent as C. so intelligent as D. so intelligent that 

Caâu 32: You…………..the bell; I have a key. 
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 A. mustn‟t B. needn’t C. couldn‟t D. shouldn‟t 

Caâu 33. I have been looking……….for this book for months, and at last I have found it. 

 A. over B. up  C. for D. at 

Caâu 34. Their new house…………..yet 

 A. hasn’t been finished B. has been finished  

 C. has finished  D. hasn‟t finished 

Caâu 35. “That‟s a very nice skirt you are wearing” 

 A. I like it B. That‟s all right C. That‟s nice D. I’m glad you like it. 

Caâu 36. Please………………..this application form and post it. 

 A. fill in B. gave up C. turn down D. look after 

Caâu 37. ……………is the natural environment in which plants or animals live. 

 A. ecology B. Habitat C. Extinction D. Biodiversity 

Caâu 38. Three great ……………of sandy desert almost circle the centre of Australia. 

 A. series B. groups C. stretches D. lines 

Caâu 39. “ I love music”   Alice: “……………………………” 

 A. So do I B. No, I won‟t C. Yes, I like it  D. Neither do I 

Caâu.40 . Peter like to play……………volleyball, but he is not……………good player. 

 A. the/ a B. O/ a C. the / the  D. a / the 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to show the underlined part that needs correction. 

Câu 41: To master  a foreign language are not  an easy process. 

              A.          B.                             C.         D.  

Câu 42: Valerie found  it hard  to concentrate on her  work  because the noise. 

                                  A.               B.                           C.          D.  

Câu 43: My mother still spends  14 hours  a day  do the housework 

           A.                          B.                       C.   D.  

Câu 44:The early we leave, the sooner we will arrive. 

            A.                  B.         C.                        D.  

Câu 45: Mr Smith is going to buy a new Japanese car, doesn’t he ? 
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                              A               B                C                         D 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

Câu 46: It’s necessary for us to discuss this matter in great detail. 

E. We should discuss this matter in great detail. 

F. We might discuss this matter in great detail 

G. We needn’t discuss this matter in great detail 

H. We mustn‟t discuss this matter in great detail. 

Câu 47: The more you study,…………………………………….. 

E. the more knowledge do you gain 

F. the more knowledge you gain 

G.  you are the more knowledgeable 

H. You will gain more knowledge. 

Câu 48: ‘Why don’t you put a better lock on the door?’ said John. 

A. John suggested to put a better lock on the door. 

B. John asked why not putting a better lock on the door. 

C. John suggested putting a better lock on the door. 

D. John made us put a better lock on the door. 

Câu 49: I haven't been to London since I left my college 

A. I went to London when I left my college 

B. The last time I went to London was when I left my college. 

C. I have just been to London 

D. I have been to London to visit my college. 

Câu 50: Many people believe that God created the world 

E. It believes that God created the world 

F. The world is believed God create 

G. God is believed to have created the world 

H. God is believed to create the world 

 

---------------- HẾT -------------- 
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     Mark the letter A,B,C or D on your answer sheet complete the following sentences 

  1. She usually gets up whenever my alarm clock goes ............  

    A. off  B. up C. by D. on 

  2. .............. homework ............ last night ? 

   A. would /do B. did/do           C. was/done D. had/been done 

  3. Books  ......... from the library without the librarian‟s agreement . 

        A. must be taken B. mustn’t be taken C. needn‟t  take D. will not take 

  4. I --------------Lan since she went abroad. 

        A. haven’t met B. wasn‟t met C. hadn‟t met D. didn‟t meet 

  5. Yesterday after I ----------------homework  I went out for a walk with my friend . 

         A. had done B. would do C. did D. have done 

  6. You can tell Tom what I am saying but he --------- keep it a secret 

        A. ought B. may C. might D. must 

  7. I understand your point of view .  ------------- , I don‟t agree with it . 

        A. Moreover B. So C. Therefore D. However 

  8. The earlier they come , ----------------- they can  get . 

        A. gooder seats B. the better seats C. the gooder seats D. better seats 

  9. .Has your father given --------- smoking ? 

        A. off B. up C. out D. away 

 10. You should put ............ a helmet when riding a motorbike.  

        A. up B. off C. down D. on 

 11. Floods, earthquakes  are natural ...............   . 

        A. environments B. features C. resources                                D. disasters 

 12.Books  in the home are a wonderful ------------- of knowledge and pleasure 

       A. source                            B. kind                                        C. resource                                  D. sort  
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         Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others  

 13. A.   defeat         B. heat               C. meat                D. great 

 14. A. worked        B. stopped         C. opened            D. washed  

 

Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently  from the others  

 15. A. office           B.  begin             C. destroy           D.  complain 

 16. A. labour          B.  formal            C. dangerous     D.  effective 

 

       Mark the letter A,B,C or D on your answer sheet complete the following sentences  

 17. The question was easy , ---------------------------  . 

      A. so no one could answer it B. therefore no one could answer it 

      C. however everyone could answer it D. but  no one could answer it 

 18. ............................ , everyone wants to have them   

      A. Although cars cause pollution    

      B. Because cars are the reason for pollution 

      C. So that cars can cause pollution 

      D. Because of the cars‟pollution 

 19. Please wait for me ........................... 

      A. when I‟ll finish the work                           B. as soon as I will finish writing a report               

      C. until I have finished writing a report    D. until I will finish the work  

 20. The narrower is the road , .............................  

      A. the more accidents will take place on it.                 B.many accidents will happen on it .   

      C. the narrowest accidents will take place on it.             D. the more  will accidents happen on it. 

 21. ...................................... because I have understood how to operate this machine. 

      A. You mustn‟t help me .                   B.You needn’t help me  .   

      C. You can‟t help me                         D.You are not allowed to help me . 
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   Mark the letter A,B,C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correcting. 

 22.  Though the question was difficult , but she could answer it easily.  

                       A                           B          C                                     D 

 23.  Whenever she  will come to see me , she always brings me a present.  

              A                       B                                       C                       D 

 24.  The more electricity you use  , the more high your bill will be.  

            A                                 B               C                              D 

 25.  The film was very boring , because we went to bed  in the middle of it.  

                 A                     B                   C                     D 

 26.  Many attractive jobs have given to her since she graduated from university. 

                        A                    B                       C                             D 

     

   Read the passage carefully and then choose a suitable word to fill in each blank. 

      Books are written to ............... knowledge and good books encourage the mental power . 

Through good books, we learn many things .This knowledge improves our love of  other people  and 

helps us to live in .......... with them. We also realize that the world is made not only for man alone 

but............ for every creature .  

 Though it may be possible for us to travel throughout the world and see the things happening 

today, it is not possible for us to see the things that happened in the past. Good books, however, ............. 

us to see  the most remote regions of the world today as well as the world ............ our ancestors lived.  

 27.  A. gain   B. have   C. attain   D. provide 

 28.       A. peace              B. peaceful  C. peacefully   D. peaceless 

 29. A. and                           B. also  C. then                D. later 

 30.       A. suggest  B. make  C. let                D. help 

 31.       A. which  B. in that                        C. where                                      D. here 

       

     Read the passage carefully and then choose the suitable answer to the questions 

      Tropical forests have supplied us with many sorts of plants for food , medicine and industry. They 

can probably supply man much more . They also reduce floods and droughts, keep water clean, and slow 
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down the Greenhouse Effect. However, the tropical forests are being destroyed to make rooms for things 

like farms and fields. Besides, forest fires are the most terrible destruction. About 20 million hectares are 

lost annually - an area which is twice as big as that of  Australia. The World Wildlife Fund(WWF) is 

working to protect and save the forests that are  in danger, to plant new trees for fuel wood and to slow 

down the Greenhouse Effect. It encourages governments and people to do something for the sake of the 

tropical forests . 

 32. The word “ annually” is closets in meaning to ..........    

        A.  every year                  B. every two years        C. every decade        D. every century                                                                                     

 33. The author writes this passage  ................. 

   A. to introduce the WWF                       B. to persuade people to prevent the tropical 

forests’destruction    

   C. to tell  the way how to keep water clean     D.   to explain what the greenhouse means                  

 34. Which of the following statements  is NOT TRUE about tropical forests  ?  

    A. The total area of the tropical forests is twice as large as Australia            B. They are in danger 

    C. They have provided us with many useful things           D. They slow down the greenhouse effect     

 35. The word “It”  means .................  

       A. The greenhouse effect   B. Australia     C. The forest destruction  D. The World Wildlife Fund    

 36. The World Wildlife Fund is ...................... 

    A. giving little money to protect forests                                           B. giving aid to protect forests 

    C. encouraging the government to cut as many trees as they like    D. paying no attention to forests 

     

     Mark the letter A,B,C or D on your answer sheet complete the following sentences   

37. P1: What do you think about detective stories? P2: ....................., they are good for teenagers. 

       A. That is right                 B. Yes                  C. No problem                   D. In my opinion 

 38.P1: I think women will not be paid as much as men will. P2:....................women are now equal to 

men. 

       A. It‟s nice of you to say so        B. Not yet            C. What  nonsense!        D. Don‟t mention it   

 39. Women in the past were ............dependent on their husbands and fathers  

       A. economic                                B. economically    C. economical                  D. economy 

 40. Books are still a cheap way to get ............... and entertainment. 
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       A. information                            B. informative      C. inform                          D.informant 

 

    Trường THPT Quang Trung                                   KT HỌC KỲ II  

                                                     MÔN : ANH VĂN / KHỐI 12 

  

     

        Mark the letter A,B,C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correcting. 

 1.  Though the question was difficult , but she could answer it easily.  

                     A                           B          C                                     D 

 2.  The film was very boring , because we went to bed  in the middle of it.  

              A                     B                   C                     D 

 3.  Many attractive jobs have given to her since she graduated from university. 

                       A                    B                       C                             D 

 4.  Whenever she  will come to see me , she always brings me a present.  

              A                       B                                       C                       D 

 5.  The more electricity you use  , the more high your bill will be.  

           A                                 B               C                              D 

     Read the passage carefully and then choose the suitable answer to the questions 

      Tropical forests have supplied us with many sorts of plants for food , medicine and industry. They 

can probably supply man much more . They also reduce floods and droughts, keep water clean, and slow 

down the Greenhouse Effect. However, the tropical forests are being destroyed to make rooms for things 

like farms and fields. Besides, forest fires are the most terrible destruction. About 20 million hectares are 

lost annually - an area which is twice as big as that of  Australia. The World Wildlife Fund(WWF) is 

working to protect and save the forests that are  in danger, to plant new trees for fuel wood and to slow 

down the Greenhouse Effect. It encourages governments and people to do something for the sake of the 

tropical forests . 

  

 6.. The word “It”  means .................  

       A. The greenhouse effect    B. Australia     C. The World Wildlife Fund        D. The forest 

destruction   
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 7. The World Wildlife Fund is ...................... 

    A. giving aid to protect forests                                           B. giving little money to protect forests                                            

    C. encouraging the government to cut as many trees as they like    D. paying no attention to forests 

 8. The word “ anually” is closets in meaning to ..........    

        A. every two years           B. every decade                  C.  every year                    D. every century                                                                                     

 9. The author writes this passage  ................. 

   A. to introduce the WWF                       B. to persuade people to prevent the tropical forests’ 

destruction    

   C. to tell  the way how to keep water clean     D.   to explain what the greenhouse means                  

 10. Which of the following statements  is NOT TRUE about tropical forests  ?  

    A. They are in danger 

       B. They have provided us with many useful things           

       C. They slow down the greenhouse effect  

       D. The total area of the tropical forests is twice as large as Australia               

   

          Mark the letter A,B,C or D on your answer sheet complete the following sentences 

 11. You should put ............ a helmet when riding a motorbike.  

        A. up B. off C. down D. on 

 12. Floods, earthquakes  are natural ...............   . 

        A. environments B. features C. resources                                D. disasters 

 13. Books  in the home are a wonderful ------------- of knowledge and pleasure 

       A. source                            B. kind                                        C. resource                                  D. sort  

 14. Yesterday after I ----------------homework  I went out for a walk with my friend . 

         A. had done B. would do C. did D. have done 

 15. You can tell Tom what I am saying but he --------- keep it a secret 

        A. ought B. may C. might D. must 

 16. P1: What do you think about detective stories? P2: ....................., they are good for teenagers. 

       A. That is right                 B. Yes                  C. No problem                   D. In my opinion 
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 17..P1: I think women will not be paid as much as men will. P2:....................women are now equal to 

men. 

       A. It‟s nice of you to say so        B. Not yet            C. What  nonsense!        D. Don‟t mention it   

 18. Women in the past were ............dependent on their husbands and fathers  

       A. economic                                B. economically    C. economical                  D.economy 

19. Books are still a cheap way to get ............... and entertainment. 

       A. information                            B. informative      C. inform                          D.informant 

 20. I understand your point of view .  ------------- , I don‟t agree with it . 

        A. Moreover B. So C. Therefore D. However 

 21. The earlier they come , ----------------- they can  get . 

        A. gooder seats B. the better seats C. the gooder seats D. better seats 

 22. .Has your father given --------- smoking ? 

        A. off B. up C. out D. away 

 23. She usually gets up whenever my alarm clock goes ............  

    A. off  B. up C. by D. on 

 24. .............. homework ............ last night ? 

   A. would /do B. did/do C. was/done D. had/been done 

 25. Books  ......... from the library without the librarian‟s agreement . 

        A. mustn‟t take B. mustn’t be taken C. needn‟t  take D. will not take 

 26. I --------------Lan since she went abroad. 

        A. haven’t met B. wasn‟t met C. hadn‟t met D. didn‟t meet 

       

         Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others  

 27. A.   defeat         B. heat               C. meat                D. great 

 28. A. worked        B. stopped         C. opened            D. washed  

 

Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently  from the others  

 29. A.  begin            B. office           C. destroy           D.  complain 
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 30. A. labour            B.  effective     C.  formal           D. dangerous      

 

       Mark the letter A,B,C or D on your answer sheet complete the following sentences  

 31. Please wait for me ........................... 

      A. when I‟ll finish the work                                                  B. as soon as I have finished school                

      C. until I will finish the work                                                 D. until I have finished writing a report     

 32. The narrower is the road , .............................  

       A. the more  will accidents happen on it.                    B. many accidents will happen on it .   

       C. the narrowest accidents will take place on it.        D. the more accidents will take place on it.                          

 33. ............................ , everyone wants to have them   

      A. Because cars are the reason for pollution 

      B. Although cars cause pollution    

      C. So that cars can cause pollution 

      D. Because of the cars‟ pollution 

 34. ...................................... because I have understood how to operate this machine. 

      A. You mustn‟t help me .                        B. You can‟t help me                                 

      C. You needn’t help me  .                       D. You are not allowed to help me . 

 35. The question was easy , ---------------------------  . 

    A. but  no one could answer it                         B. so no one could answer it  

    C. therefore no one could answer it                   D. however everyone could answer it  

    

   Read the passage carefully and then choose a suitable word to fill in each blank. 

      Books are written to ............... knowledge and good books encourage the mental power . 

Through good books, we learn many things .This knowledge improves our love of  other people  and 

helps us to live in .......... with them. We also realize that the world is made not only for man alone 

but............ for every creature .  

 Though it may be possible for us to travel throughout the world and see the things happening 

today, it is not possible for us to see the things that happened in the past. Good books, however, ............. 

us to see  the most remote regions of the world today as well as the world ............ our ancestors lived.  

 36.  A. gain  B. have   C. attain  D. provide 
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 37.       A. peaceful  B. peacefully             C. peace  D. peaceless 

 38.  A. also            B. and                           C. then  D. later 

 39.       A. suggest  B. make                          C. help                    D. let                 

 40.       A. which  B. in that                        C. here                      D. where                                       

       

TRƯỜNG THPT THỦ ĐỨC 

 

ĐỀ KIỂM TRA HỌC KỲ 2 – KHỐI 12 

Môn : ANH VĂN – Thời gian : 60 phút 

MÃ ĐỀ 

201 

 

 Choose the best answer: 

1:  It is a nice house, ________ it hasn‟t got a garden. 

 A  so B  however C  yet D  because 

2:  ________ to the party, they could hardly refuse to go. 

 A  Having invited B  To have been invited  

 C  To have given D  Having been invited 

3:  Books are still a cheap way to get information and ________. 

 A  entertain B  entertainment C  entertaining D  entertainer 

4:  ERROR IDENTIFICATION: Please tell me how can I get to the post office from here. 

 AⒶ  the BⒷ  can I CⒸ  to DⒹ  tell 

5:  WHO is an international organization ________ in 1948 to take care of people‟s health. 

 AⒶ  taking place BⒷ  established CⒸ  hosted DⒹ  held 

6:  ERROR IDENTIFICATION:  Many people believe that rice was grown in Vietnam thousand of 

years ago. 

 AⒶ  was grown BⒷ  thousand CⒸ  in DⒹ  believe 

7:  How many ________ came to this sporting event? 

 AⒶ  participation BⒷ  participating CⒸ  participates DⒹ  participants 

8:  It‟s very dangerous to play water sports when it is raining. ________, people shouldn‟t go skiing in 

bad weather. 

 AⒶ  Because BⒷ  Therefore CⒸ  Although DⒹ  However 

9:  He promised to come after lunchtime, but he didn‟t ________. 
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 AⒶ  take after BⒷ  get over CⒸ  turn up DⒹ  try out 

10:  It isn‟t cold outside. You ________ wear a coat. 

 AⒶ  may not BⒷ  mustn‟t CⒸ  can‟t DⒹ  needn‟t 

11:  ________ I moved in my new apartment, my neighbors have come to my house twice. 

 AⒶ  After BⒷ  Because CⒸ  Since DⒹ  When 

12:  At the station, we often see the sign “________ for pickpockets”. 

 AⒶ  Take care BⒷ  Go out CⒸ  Look up DⒹ  Watch out 

13:  She will become a member of this organization after she ________ next year. 

 AⒶ  is returning BⒷ  returns CⒸ  will have returned DⒹ  will return 

14:  I turned on the fan ________ the room was hot. 

 AⒶ  although BⒷ  despite CⒸ  because DⒹ  due to 

15:  Governments have enacted laws to protect wildlife ________ overhunting. 

 AⒶ  out BⒷ  against CⒸ  off DⒹ  from 

16:  I can't find my umbrella. I ________ it in the restaurant last night. 

 AⒶ  may leave BⒷ  had better leave  

 CⒸ  must have left DⒹ  should have left 

17:  This organization‟s mission is to help the ________ of disasters. 

 AⒶ  victims BⒷ  causes CⒸ  leaders DⒹ  supporters 

18:  By the end of this year, he ________ for this company for 25 years. 

 AⒶ  will be working BⒷ  has worked CⒸ  will have worked DⒹ  is working 

19:  If  they ________ so much work to do, they would have some days off. 

 AⒶ  don‟t have BⒷ  haven‟t had CⒸ  hadn‟t had DⒹ  didn‟t have 

20:  Women around the world have been struggling for their ________ to be equally treated. 

 AⒶ  rights BⒷ  roles CⒸ  responsibilities DⒹ  status 

21:  We were having dinner when the lights ________. 

 AⒶ  went out BⒷ  turned off CⒸ  held up DⒹ  watched out 

22:  A ________ book tells stories through pictures. 

 AⒶ  comic BⒷ  biography CⒸ  craft DⒹ  novel 
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23:  It was difficult to ________ a date which was convenient for everyone. 

 AⒶ  arrange BⒷ  organize CⒸ  provide DⒹ  agree 

24:  – JUSTIN: Jenny, I passed my exam. – JENNY: ________. 

 AⒶ  Oh! Good luck BⒷ  Congratulations! CⒸ  Ouch DⒹ  Oh! 

25:  – NICK: Is Amy married? – CARTER: ________. 

 AⒶ  I think. BⒷ  I think not.  

 CⒸ  I don't think that. DⒹ  I don't think so. 

26:  – JESSE: I‟m afraid I can‟t come to your birthday party this weekend! – JAYDEN: ________. 

 AⒶ  Me too. BⒷ  What a shame!  

 CⒸ  What a pity! DⒹ  What‟s happened? 

27:  – MARIAH: ________. – DYLAN: Certainly. 

 AⒶ  May I borrow a pencil , please? BⒷ  What are you doing there? 

 CⒸ  Welcome back!  DⒹ  I‟m sorry I am late. 

28:  The last time I saw Rose was three years ago.  ________. 

 AⒶ  I haven't seen Rose for three years. BⒷ  I haven't seen Rose three years ago. 

 CⒸ  I last didn‟t see Rose was three years ago. DⒹ  I haven't seen Rose since three years. 

29:  Jane said, “Would you like some coffee, Mike?"  ________. 

 AⒶ  Jane offered to make some coffee for Mike. 

 BⒷ  Jane wanted to know whether Mike like coffee. 

 CⒸ  Jane asked Mike to make her some coffee. 

 DⒹ  Jane suggested drinking some coffee. 

30:  I lost my key. I'll have to ________. 

 AⒶ  make another key  BⒷ  be made a key  

 CⒸ  have another key made DⒹ  have other key made 

31:  He is not old enough to do the volunteer work.  ________. 

 AⒶ  He can't do the volunteer work because of his old age. 

 BⒷ  He is too young to do the volunteer work. 

 CⒸ  He is very young that he can't do the volunteer work. 
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 DⒹ  His young prevents him from doing the volunteer work. 

32:  They moved to live in this suburb in 1997.  ________. 

 AⒶ  They have lived in this suburb before.    BⒷ  They have lived in this suburb since 1997.  

 CⒸ  They lived in this suburb in 1997.           DⒹ  They have moved to this suburb since 1997. 

33:  The condition in deserts is so severe ________. 

 AⒶ  not enough for people to live there BⒷ  that few people to live there 

 CⒸ  that few people can live there DⒹ  for many to live there 

34:  The picnic was cancelled because of the rain.  ________. 

 AⒶ  If it didn‟t rain, the picnic wouldn't have been cancelled. 

 BⒷ  If it didn't rain, the picnic wouldn't be cancelled. 

 CⒸ  If it hadn't rained, the picnic wouldn't be cancelled. 

 DⒹ  If it hadn't rained, the picnic wouldn't have been cancelled. 

35:  He tries to practice English everyday so he can speak English more fluently now.  ________. 

 AⒶ  The more he practices English, the more he can speak English. 

 BⒷ  The more he tries to practice English, the most fluently  he can speak it.  

 CⒸ  He tries to practice English everyday, but he find it difficult to speak English fluently. 

 DⒹ  The more he practices English, the more fluently he can speak it .  

 Identify the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the rest: 

36:   AⒶ  defeat BⒷ  measure CⒸ  compete DⒹ  leader 

37:   A. referee BⒷ  director CⒸ  delegate DⒹ  preserve 

38:   AⒶ  punched BⒷ  planned CⒸ  dived DⒹ  penalized 

 Identify the word that is stressed differently from the rest: 

39:   AⒶ  dangerous BⒷ  character CⒸ  entertain DⒹ  criminal 

40:   AⒶ  enthusiast BⒷ  advantage CⒸ  adventure DⒹ  conference 

 Read the passage and choose the best answer to each question: 

The United Nations Children's Fund (or UNICEF) was created by the United Nations General 

Assembly on 11 December 1946, to provide emergency food and healthcare to children in countries that 

had been destroyed by World War II. In 1953, UNICEF became a permanent part of the United Nations 

System and its name was shortened from the original United Nations International Children's Emergency 

Fund but it has continued to be known by the popular acronym based on this old name. Headquartered in 

New York City, UNICEF provides long-term humanitarian and developmental assistance to children and 

mothers in developing countries. 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humanitarianism
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mother
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Developing_country
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UNICEF relies on contributions from governments and private donors and UNICEF's total 

income for 2006 was $2,781,000,000. Governments contributed two-thirds of the organization's 

resources; private groups and some 6 million individuals contributed the rest through the National 

Committees. There are National Committees in 36 industrialized countries worldwide, each established 

as an independent local non-governmental organization. UNICEF's programs emphasize developing 

community-level services to promote the health and well-being of children. UNICEF was awarded the 

Nobel Peace Prize in 1965 and the Prince of Asturias Award of Concord in 2006. 

 

41:  How can individuals in industrialized countries contribute to the fund? 

 AⒶ  Through the private groups.  

 BⒷ  By sending the money to private groups. 

 CⒸ  Through the National Committees. 

 DⒹ  By sending the money directly to the headquarters of UNICEF. 

42:  How much did private groups and individuals contribute to the fund in 2006? 

 AⒶ  More than $1,800,000,000 BⒷ  Two-thirds. 

 CⒸ  $2,781,000,000.  DⒹ  More than $900,000. 

43:  Which of the following has the nearest meaning to well-being? 

 AⒶ  promotion BⒷ  happiness CⒸ  being well DⒹ  diseases 

44:  Which of the following is NOT true about UNICEF? 

 AⒶ  It works on the contributions of governments only. 

 BⒷ  At first, it was established to provide emergency food and health care to young victims of 

WWII. 

 CⒸ  It gives humanitarian and developmental help to children and mothers in developing countries. 

 DⒹ  Its head office is now in New York. 

45:  When did this organization change its name? 

 AⒶ  In 1946. BⒷ  In 1965. CⒸ  In World War II. DⒹ  In 1953. 

 

 Read the passage and choose the word that best fits each gap: 

The 25th Southeast Asian Games was scheduled to be (46)________ in Vientiane, Laos, in 

2009. This was the first time the country held a Southeast Asian Games. It also commemorated the 50 

years of the SEA Games. 

Two white elephants which (47)________ Laos once "the kingdom of million elephants" were 

chosen as the Official Mascots. The (48)________ of the elephants are Ms. Champee and Mr. Champa 

represented the national flower of Laos. It was believed that they would bring (49)________ fortune and 

prosperity. 
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There (50)________ 25 sports in the 25th SEA Games. The number should not be more or less in 

order to exactly match the 25th SEA Games. 

46: A .  organize B  organizing C  organization D  organized 

47:  A.  made B  was C  told D  symbolized 

48:  A.  titles B  symbols C.  names D  calls 

49:  A.  good B  bad C happiness D  unlucky 

50: A   had B  happened C  were D occurred  

 

 

 

 

 

 


